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Abstract. With the magnificent expansion of network, both in the types of
network elements and the software components to manage them, driven by the
increasing requirement of different services, it is getting more imperative to
seek a means to deploy the network management tasks and services in a fast,
ubiquitous and automated way. Mobile agent technology (MAT) provides a
promising means to achieve this goal with more flexibility and automation of
managing network than those traditional client/server based distributed
methods, such as CORBA. Mobile agents, as an enabling technology, can easily
represent one of the roles involved in the network management; therefore have
great potential to be widely used in network management. This paper proposes
to use Policy-based Network Management (PBNM) as an application for MAT
to facilitate network management products’ development. PBNM, as a newly
introduced but widely welcomed technology in the Internet world, can take over
the overall management of hybrid network whereas MAT enables the flexible
implementation of PBNM system. On the other hand, the agents usually have
intelligence, which can be well guided by established policies from PBNM,
which makes MAT and PBNM perfectly matched to each other. The work
presented in this paper has been developed in the framework of the Europe
Union (EU) sponsored IST Project MANTRIP. A commercially oriented testbed, which is fully based on mobile agent technology, has been set up, and a
scenario for solving a practical network management challenge, i.e., interdomain IP Virtual Private Network, is implemented on this test-bed, which
predicts a very promising commercial use of mobile agent in real world.
Moreover, the policy-based network management system presented in this
paper also covers some of the network management issues under investigation
in the EU IST CONTEXT project. This policy and MAT based network
management system intends to provide a ubiquitous network management
system regardless of the underlying network resources, either wired network
elements as the main scope of MANTRIP project or wireless network elements
as the main stream of CONTEXT project.

1 Introduction
With the rapid expansion of networks, both in the types of network elements and the
software components to manage them, driven by the increasing requirement of
different services, it is getting more imperative to seek a means that can deploy
network management tasks in a fast, ubiquitous and automated way. A great deal of
effort has been made, among which, CORBA and COPS (Common Open Policy
Services) are widely accepted and are currently used in some of commercial products.
But all of these solutions are based on traditionally client/server model therefore, at
least theoretically, lack flexibility and have lower performance. Whereas mobile agent
technology (MAT), typical representative of mobile code technology, provides a more
promising means to achieve this goal than these client/server based distributed
methods.
The mobile agent paradigm [1,2] intends to bring an increased performance and
flexibility to distributed systems by promoting "autonomous code migration" (mobile
code moving between places) instead of traditional RPC (remote procedure call).
With code migration, the actual code or script moves from place to place and executes
locally, achieving lower latency, little need for remote interactions and highly flexible
control. Mobile agents can be effectively used in telecomm and network management
as depicted in [3], as they can take over the burden of the complex interaction
mechanisms between different network players, such as negotiations or new service
injection. Mobile agents can easily represent one of the roles involved in the network
management, such as service provider, connectivity provider, resource or end-user,
and act on their behalf, based on established policies.
Mobile agents can have certain extent of intelligence to reasonably respond to the
possible change in destination elements and perform negotiation. This kind of
intelligence should reflect the management strategy of administrator. A
straightforward way for network administrator to give network management
command or guide is to produce high-level rules such as if user is john and time is
between 9am and 11am then set up VPN between routers jorg and prowl. Then
mobile agent can take this rule and enforce it automatically. By using rules to give
network management command or strategy, a unique but ubiquitous method of
managing network can be guaranteed. This idea is exactly what Policy-based Network
Management (PBNM) is about since PBNM allows network operators to express
business goals as a set of rules, or policies, which are then enforced throughout the
network.
PBNM technology is very suitable for setting up the overall management
architecture for large-scaled networks [4]. In comparison with previous traditional
network management approaches such as TMN (Telecommunications Management
Network) or TINA-C (Telecommunications Information Networking Architecture
Consortium), PBNM focuses on users and applications rather than devices and
interfaces, which leads to a holistic management of network [5]. Nevertheless, even
though policies can be enforced in a distributed fashion, the definition of such policies
has to be done and stored centrally. Moreover, according to the policy framework,
policies are defined or modified by an administrative tool and the intervention of
human is always required. These features of current PBNM system confine its wider

and ubiquitous application in some extent. MAT can resolve many of the problems
inherent in current PBNM technology thanks to its mobility and intelligence.
The work presented in the paper has been developed in the framework of EU IST
Project MANTRIP “MANagement Testing & Reconfiguration of IP based networks
using mobile software agents”, whose main objective is to provide novel IP network
management applications using mobile agent technology [6]. A commercially
oriented test-bed, which is fully based on mobile agent technology, has been set up in
a nationwide telecomm and network provider, Portugal Telecomm, one of the
MANTRIP partners, to evaluate the commercial use of mobile agent in real world.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 1, this section, described the existing
challenge of IP network management and proposed to introduce mobile agent
technology, together with PBNM, to cope with this challenge from the real
commercial use’s point of view. Section 2 presents the fully MAT-supported IP
network management architecture designed by MANTRIP. Section 3 details the
design and implementation of a generic network management architecture that are
fundamentally based on policy management and technically enabled by mobile
agents. The features covered in this management architecture are further integrated
and verified in a practical IP network management scenario, inter-domain IP VPN
(Virtual Private Network) configuration, which contributes to Section 4. Finally,
Section 5 concludes this paper.

2 MANTRIP Mobile Agent Platform and Overall Network
Management Architecture
The major objective of the MANTRIP project resides in providing a set of novel
management applications for managing IP based networks [6]. Those applications are
based on bringing management intelligence to the managed resources through Mobile
Agent Technology (MAT). The three basic network management applications that
have been developed within this project are the following:
Access Network Management Application
QoS Configuration and Auditing Application
Validation and Monitoring of Network Elements and Mobile Agents Application
Mobile agents carry out all above specified network management applications
functions. This paper aims to present part of the work done in the QoS Configuration
and Auditing Application, which are fully based on the MANTRIP mobile agent
platform.
2.1 Mobile Agent Platform - Grasshopper
Since its inception in 1990s, mobile agent has attracted enormous attention from
industry and institutes, which leads to a long list of mobile agent platforms developed,
either for academic usage or commercial purposes [7]. Among these, Grasshopper [8]
is most popular and is adopted in this paper.

Grasshopper is a mobile agent development and runtime platform that is built on
top of a distributed processing environment. Grasshopper has been designed in
conformance with the Object Management Group’s Mobile Agent System
Interoperability Facility (MASIF) [9]. Furthermore, it is a commercial product with
extensive documentation and future development under way, therefore is more
suitable for commercially oriented network management. But it also provides the
version for non-profitable use. Some of the main terminologies used in Grasshopper
are as follows:
Place: provides a logical grouping of functionality inside an Agency. Agency: is
the actual runtime environment for mobile and stationary agents. At least one agency
must run on each host that shall be able to support the execution of agents. Region:
facilitates the management of agencies and agents by providing directory-like region
registry. Region is not mandatory for a MA platform.
Along with these elements there is also the concept of agent, which can be further
categorized into mobile agent and stationary agent. Mobile agents can migrate
autonomously between different locations whilst stationary agents reside permanently
in their creation agency, offering services to other agents and possibly encapsulating
non-agent based entities, i.e., serving as wrapper.
2.2 Mobile Agent based Network Management Architecture
This paper aims to present the work done in the QoS Configuration and Auditing
Application, which architecture is depicted in Fig. 1, following the overall MANTRIP
Network Management System (NMS) architecture, although only the components and
resources used for QoS and IP VPN are shown.
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Fig. 1. Policy and MA based MANTRIP NMS Architecture

The MANTRIP NMS has four layers as follows:
Application layer: includes the MANTRIP management user applications.
Service layer: contains the MANTRIP management services (e.g. Parlay/JAIN
API) that may be used by either the MANTRIP applications or some other third
party applications. These services have been developed on the top of a mobile
agent platform.
Adaptation layer: is responsible for hiding the protocol details from the service
layer. It contains the protocol adapters and/or the resource wrappers.
Resource layer: contains the managed/controlled MANTRIP resources.
As shown in Fig. 1, except resource layer, which is about the controlled elements
themselves, every layer is based on mobile agent platform. All the components
depicted in the architecture are in the form of agent, either stationary agents or mobile
agents, depending on their functionalities. The components of PBNM system spread
in different layers and contribute the core of this management architecture.
It is time-consuming and error-prone for network administrator or resource
manager/broker to configure his system manually. And it is extremely hard for him to
configure his local resource while considering other domains in the whole network
system. PBNM relieves administrator from this by allowing administrator just to give
English-like policies at end-to-end application level without caring about the
implementation in network level. Mobile agents, guided by these policies, will travel
across networks to fulfil policies with the assistance of stationary agents. By doing in
this way, the overall management of whole IP network can be achieved with more
flexibility and automation. The next section will describe a PBNM architecture
implemented in MANTRIP that shows how the integration of mobile agent
technology and PBNM could be used to overcome many management problems
inherent in traditional management approaches.

3 PBNM System Architecture enabled
Technology

by Mobile Agent

A policy-based network management system architecture designed and implemented
for MANTRIP network management system, together with its components, are shown
in Fig. 2, which is fully in line with the PBNM system architecture outline proposed
by IETF [10] but with detailed design and MAT-based implementation.
3.1 Policy Tools and Mobile Agent based Policy Transport
Two levels of policy tools are provided, namely user-level and domain-level. Userlevel policy tool enables network administrator to input or edit policies directly
whereas domain-level policy tool provides mechanisms to receive policies transported
from other management stations. This reflects the hierarchical structure of policies.
To simplify using the system, Policy Editor GUI creates and displays policies at a
high level of abstraction by using English-like commands and in a visualised way.
This policy tool also enables network administrator to group users according to their

characteristics, and classify routers as backbone or edge routers. This policy tool also
translates the policies created in the editor GUI into XML-based entries that match
predefined schemas for storage within the policy repository. The extension of policy
core information model (PCIM) [11] defined by the IETF Policy working group [10],
in the form of XML schema, expresses the syntax of XML-based policy. This ensures
the interoperability of this PBNM system with other PBNM systems. Alerts should be
issued notifying other parts of the system the coming or change of the policy.
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Fig. 2. PBNM Architecture enabled by Mobile Agents

Policy Receiving Module is implemented as a stationary agent to receive XMLbased policies transported by mobile agent and to store the policy into policy
repository. These received policies are given by upper or peer management station.
3.2 Policy Repository Components
The policy repository is used for the storage of policies, after they have been defined
and validated by the policy management tool. The general framework of IETF does
not require a specific implementation for the policy repository, or the repository
access protocol. In our work, SQL Relational database management system,
PostgreSQL, is used for policy database, which is connected to Policy Tools and
Policy Decision Point (PDP) via JDBC.

3.3 Mobile Agent based Policy Decision Point (PDP)
PDP is the component that retrieves policies from repository, parses them thus
evaluates them and eventually sends the necessary commands to the policy target.
Additionally, the PDP performs a local conflict check, checking only those devices
that are controlled by the specific PDP. The PDP also checks if the resources needed
for a specific policy are available in all the controlled devices.
The main role of PDP manager is to co-ordinate the different PDPs to support
integrated scenarios, and resolve possible conflict. PDP manager can also
dynamically download PDP code according to the availability of the code. PDP
manager also serves as the coordinator of PDP, Policy Parser and Credential Check
Module. It uses Policy Parser to read policy from policy repository and to parse policy
with the help of XML parser, and then it calls Credential Check Module to check the
validity of policy user using the user and security data stored in the policy repository.
The existence of PDP manager makes the whole policy management middleware
extensible to contain other future PDPs.
The Credential Check module is in charge of checking the privileges for services
granted to any actor. Each actor that asks for the use of network resources should also
submit a credential. The Credential Check Component then takes this credential and
looks in the policy repository for a meta-policy related with that credential to check if
the intended management actions (policies) are available to the actor that presented
the credential. Finally, if the credential is correct, i.e., the actor has the corresponding
privileges; these policies are passed to PDP, e.g., QoS PDP or VPN PDP.
PDP Module together with Sub-policies Generator can translate inter-domain
policy into sub-domain level policies, with the information from monitoring service.
After receiving the policies in XML file, which also has passed the credential check,
the PDP Module checks if the policy needs to be applied within multiple domains. If
yes, it extracts from the XML file the information needed for sub-domain level
network configuration and passes them to the Sub-policies Generator, who maintains
domain information such as location, element types and interfaces, to generate the
domain-specific sub-policies. Then, PDP Module decides when this policy should be
applied by looking at the conditions of the policy thus deciding whether it needs any
information to make a decision. If so, it will ask Monitoring Service to register the
condition to be monitored. Otherwise, it asks the resource Monitoring Service if there
are enough resources or if it is the proper time to apply this policy. If the answer is
positive, the policy will be passed to PEP Manager Module to be fulfilled. All the
policies are based on fixed schema as defined by PCIM, so they are understandable by
different levels.
The Resource Monitoring service module receives the registration of resource
monitoring according to the requirement of policies and make sure that all the
resources registered can be monitored. If the necessary metering code (daemon) is not
currently instantiated, the resource monitoring service module will try to make a
query to a specific resource monitoring code base so that the corresponding
monitoring daemon code, in the form of mobile agent, can be downloaded and run
itself. Monitoring Service component just enquiries the Resource Monitoring Daemon
to get the necessary information. Resource monitoring functionality also exists in PEP
to monitor the enforcement result of the policy.

According to the given policy, PEP Manager can use more than one protocol to
communicate policy information to PEP, typical examples of which include SNMP
(Simple Network Management Protocol), SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol)
[12] and COPS [13]. All of these mechanisms are based on traditional client/server
mode and lack flexibility and automation compared to mobile agent technology in a
general basis. In our system, mobile agent takes the responsibility of communication
between PDP and PEP. The intelligence of mobile agent also decreases the
complexity of PDP by automatic adapting to the change of network elements. This
also minimizes the message passing between PDP and PEP.
Then Mobile Agent Initiator can automatically initiate mobile agents with the
corresponding policy given by PEP manager. Mobile agents then migrate themselves
to the specific PEPs to enforce the policy.
3.4 MAT based Policy Enforcement Point (PEP)
The policy target is the managed device, where the policy is finally enforced. All
PEPs are implemented in the form of stationary agents waiting for the communication
with mobile agents coming from PDPs. In order for mobile agents to communicate
with different controlled elements, such as Linux routers, Cisco Routers or other
computing resources, the corresponding element wrapper functionalities are also
provided by PEP stationary agents.
As long as the corresponding policies and element wrappers for wireless network
are given, this architecture can very happily adapt to the management of converged
networks covering both IPv6 and WLAN (Wireless Local Area Networks) within the
scope of another EU IST project CONTEXT, as shown in Fig. 2.

4
Case Study: Inter-domain IP VPN Provisioning using
MANTRIP Management Architecture
Based on the policy and mobile agent based network management architecture given
above, this section presents a case study to evaluate this architecture, i.e., interdomain IP VPN provisioning guided by policies and fulfilled by mobile agents. Interdomain communication is also a challenging research field in network management.
This paper provides, as a case study, a solution towards inter-domain communication
by introducing the integration of mobile agent technology and policy-based network
management technology. Mobile agent plays a very important role since the most
essential components in PBNM, such as PDP and PEP, are in the form of mobile
agents therefore can move themselves to the required place dynamically and begin
working with guidance from policies. Other non-movable components in PBNM
architecture, such as policy receiving module, are in the form of stationary agents
waiting for the communication with coming mobile agents. Mobile agents are also
responsible for transporting XML-based policy across multiple domains.
This scenario has been implemented in the test-bed provided in Portugal
Telecomm with its own products inside, aiming to enable full use of mobile agent

technology in real commercial world, as one of important motivation of MANTRIP
project.
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Fig. 3. Inter-domain IP VPN using MA-enabled PBNM

The whole scenario is depicted in Fig. 3. Network administrator uses Policy
Management Station to manage the underlying network environment (including two
domains with one physical router and one Linux machine next to Cisco router at each
domain) by giving policies, which are further translated into XML files and
transported to relevant sub-domain PBNM stations using mobile agents. In this
scenario, two mobile agents are generated at the same time, each going to one
domain. Let’s take one mobile agent for example. After the mobile agent arrives at
the sub-domain management station, the mobile agent communicates with the
stationary agent waiting at the sub-domain management station. Based on this policy,
the sub-domain PDP manager can download the proper PDP, which is in the form of
mobile agent, to make the policy decision. After this, the selected or/and generated
policies are handed to PEP manager, which, also sitting on the sub-domain PBNM
station, requires the availability of PEP code, e.g., for new IP tunnel configuring,
according to the requirement given in XML file. The PEP, also in the form of mobile
agent, moves itself to the Linux machine, on which it uses SNMP (Simple Network
Management Protocol) to configure the physical router so as to set up one end of IP
VPN tunnel. Same process happened at the other domain to bring up the other end of
IP VPN tunnel.

5 Conclusions
As shown in the above case study, after administrator provides the input
requirements, the entire management procedure processed automatically.
Administrator doesn’t need to know or analyse the specific sub-domain information.
The whole system scales automatically to the dynamics of the application requirement
thanks to the inherent mobility of mobile agent and its intelligence empowered by

policies. The network management system presented in this paper, are applicable to
other network systems, such as these in the CONTEXT project, as long as the
corresponding policies and element wrappers are specified and developed.
MAT allows the dynamically enhancement of the management architecture, the
introduction of new application or device specific policies, tailored to realize complex
tasks, and the automation of the network management tasks. The combination of
PBNM and MAT enables the achievement of many advantages, such as, the
automated and rapid deployment of new services, the customisation of existing
service features, the scalability and cost reduction in network and service
management. All these mean a ubiquitous network management architecture that will
further promote the appearance of new services and business opportunities.
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